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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

 My name is Christine M. Gregor.  My business address is 130 E. Randolph Street, A.4 

Chicago, Illinois  60601. 5 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 6 

 I am employed by Integrys Business Support, LLC (“IBS”) as Director – Operations A.7 

Accounting – The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“Peoples Gas” or “PGL”).  I 8 

also serve in the same capacity for its affiliate North Shore Gas Company (“North 9 

Shore”).  North Shore and Peoples Gas are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Peoples Energy, 10 

LLC (“Peoples Energy”), which, in turn, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Integrys 11 

Energy Group, Inc. (“Integrys”). 12 

B. Purposes of Testimony 13 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 14 

 Peoples Gas is proposing the use of its forecasted calendar year 2013 as the test year in A.15 

this proceeding.  I will support the prudence and reasonableness of the forecasted costs 16 

and expenses for calendar year 2013.  More specifically: 17 

(1) I will discuss the preparation of Schedules under Part 285 of the Illinois 18 

Commerce Commission’s (the “Commission” or “ICC”) rules, 83 Illinois 19 

Administrative (“Ill. Admin.”) Code Part 285 (“Part 285”) based on Peoples Gas’ 20 

forecasted and historical financials.  I will describe the procedures used by 21 

Peoples Gas to prepare its Annual Budget for the calendar year ending 22 

December 31, 2012, and its financial forecast for the calendar year ending 23 
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December 31, 2013.  In my testimony, I will discuss the requirements of 24 

Section 285.7010 of Part 285 regarding the financial forecast and assumptions 25 

being reviewed by an independent Certified Public Accountant.  I will present 26 

Peoples Gas’ projected comparative operating income statement (Schedule C-4) 27 

for the calendar 2013 test year that was developed using its budgeting and 28 

financial forecasting processes. 29 

(2) I will discuss operating expense categories for which significant changes are 30 

forecasted in calendar year 2013 over the actual amounts incurred in calendar year 31 

2011.  For Peoples Gas, I define significant as a change (either an increase or 32 

decrease) of 10% or more, but not less than $500,000.   33 

(3) In particular, I will address Peoples Gas’ expenses for bad debt, depreciation and 34 

amortization, taxes other than income taxes, and intercompany services.  I also 35 

provide information relating to termination of the Pipeline Protection Program.  36 

C. Summary of Conclusions 37 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions you make in your direct testimony. 38 

 In brief, the conclusions of my direct testimony are as follows.  Peoples Gas’ financial A.39 

statements for the test year, calendar year 2013, fairly state the forecasted results of 40 

operations of Peoples Gas and are appropriate as the primary basis for the determination 41 

of Peoples Gas’ revenue requirement in this proceeding.  42 

  D. Itemized Attachments to Direct Testimony 43 

Q. Are you sponsoring any attachments to your direct testimony? 44 

 Yes.  I sponsor PGL Ex. 5.1, which consists of the following Schedules from Peoples A.45 

Gas’ filing under Part 285: Schedule C-4 (Comparative Operating Income Statements for 46 
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Prior Years and the Test Year), Schedule C-18 (Taxes Other Than Income Taxes, Page 1 47 

of 4), Schedule C-12 (Depreciation Expense), Schedule C-13 (Summary of Affiliated 48 

Interest Transactions, Page 1 of 3), and Schedule G-5 (Assumptions Used in the 49 

Forecast).  I will discuss these exhibits later in my testimony. 50 

Q. Were these exhibits prepared under your supervision and direction? 51 

 Yes. A.52 

E. Background and Experience 53 

Q. What is your educational background? 54 

 I graduated from the Eastern Illinois University in 1987 and received a Bachelor of A.55 

Science degree in accounting.  I also became a Certified Public Accountant registered in 56 

Illinois in 1989.  In 1993, I received a Masters of Business Administration degree from 57 

DePaul University. 58 

Q. Please describe your business experience. 59 

 My business experience with the Peoples Energy companies began in 1987.  I was A.60 

directly employed by Peoples Gas from 1987 until 2002, at which time I became an 61 

employee of Peoples Energy.  My experience generally has involved duties and 62 

supervisory positions relating to accounting and decision support/budgeting.  In May 63 

2006, I became an employee of Peoples Gas and assumed the position of Assistant 64 

Controller – Utility Accounting and Control.  I assumed my current position at Peoples 65 

Gas and North Shore as Director – Operations Accounting as of February 21, 2007, the 66 

date of the merger resulting in Peoples Energy becoming a wholly-owned subsidiary of 67 

Integrys.  In January 2011, I became employed by IBS retaining my current position. 68 
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Q. What are your responsibilities as Director – Operations Accounting for Peoples Gas 69 

and North Shore? 70 

 My responsibilities include providing financial management analysis and direction for A.71 

Peoples Gas and North Shore.  I perform many controller-like functions for these utilities.  72 

I am responsible for reviewing and signing off on the monthly financial statements, 73 

including the analysis of margin and unbilled revenues.  I coordinate and/or participate in 74 

the preparation of the Peoples Gas’ operating budget (the “Annual Operating Budget”) 75 

and the capital expenditure budget (the “Annual Capital Budget”), which together 76 

comprise the Annual Budget, and provide analysis of variances between actual results 77 

and forecasted amounts for the entity. 78 

II. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND PART 285 SCHEDULES 79 

A. Preparation of Part 285 Schedules  80 

Q. PGL Ex. 5.1 sets forth certain of the Schedules required to be filed pursuant to Part 81 

285.  Are those the only Part 285 Schedules in Peoples Gas’ filing that were 82 

prepared under your supervision and direction? 83 

 No, I am responsible for a large number of the Part 285 Schedules.  I am responsible for A.84 

the Schedules attached hereto as part of PGL Ex. 5.1 plus the other Schedules attached to 85 

other Peoples Gas witnesses’ testimony or included in the Part 285 filing to the extent 86 

that those Schedules were derived from Peoples Gas’ forecasted financials.  87 

Q. Is the information contained in the Part 285 Schedules that is drawn from Peoples 88 

Gas’ forecasted financials appropriate and reasonable? 89 

 Yes.  Peoples Gas’ forecasted financials for the test year, calendar year 2013, were A.90 

prepared in accordance with U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and they 91 
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record its forecasted revenues, costs, and expenses incurred in calendar year 2013.  The 92 

data in the Part 285 Schedules was drawn from Peoples Gas’ forecasting processes and 93 

systems for calendar year 2013 that I will describe later in my testimony.  The data in the 94 

Part 285 Schedules that is drawn from Peoples Gas’ books and records for prior periods 95 

is also appropriate and reasonable. 96 

B.  Forecasting Methodology 97 

Q. What is the basis for the projected calendar 2013 financial data presented by 98 

Peoples Gas in this filing? 99 

 The basic building block for the financial projections for 2013 presented in this filing was A.100 

the 2012 budget that was prepared in the fall of 2011.  This included Peoples Gas’ 101 

forecast for calendar year 2011, updated for actual results through June 2011 (“6&6” 102 

Forecast), and its calendar 2012 Annual Budget.  The Annual Budget, as I noted earlier, 103 

is composed of the Annual Operating Budget and the Annual Capital Budget. 104 

The Annual Operating Budget reflects expected operation and maintenance 105 

expenses for each “home center” as well as estimates for revenue, gas costs, depreciation, 106 

taxes, interest income and interest expense.  A home center is usually a company 107 

department but may be related to a specific cost or activity, such as benefits expenses. 108 

The Annual Capital Budget details all capital projects, mainly construction and 109 

retirement expenditures, for each home center, by major capital category and general 110 

charges.  General charges include such items as overhead expenses (e.g., pensions and 111 

employee welfare benefits) and redistribution expenses (e.g., loadings for absent time 112 

allowed, stores expense, capitalized depreciation, tools and work equipment expenses, 113 

and self-constructed assets). 114 
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Q. Please describe Peoples Gas’ methodology for developing the financial projections 115 

presented in this case. 116 

 For the calendar 2012 Annual Budget and the 2013 test year forecast, a set of A.117 

assumptions and guidelines were developed by subject matter experts and were reviewed 118 

and approved prior to being entered into the system.  All home centers and other 119 

participants providing input for the financial projections were then required to utilize 120 

these assumptions and guidelines. 121 

Integrys and its subsidiaries, including Peoples Gas, utilize a forecasting software 122 

application called Cognos.  Revenue and gas cost information are developed using 123 

in-house models and transferred into the Cognos application.  Peoples Gas witness Kevin 124 

Kuse discusses the development of revenues and gas costs in his direct testimony (PGL 125 

Ex. 4.0).  Individual home centers enter planned headcount, overtime hours, material 126 

costs, outside services costs, other departmental expenses, and corporate expenses.  127 

Additionally, each home center determines the allocation of its costs to applicable 128 

projects or activities (e.g., maintenance of mains, service additions, and retirement of 129 

mains).  Based on the input of the latest labor rates from Peoples Gas’ payroll system and 130 

projected increases for bargaining unit and non-bargaining unit employees, labor costs 131 

are calculated and, along with other costs, are allocated to the appropriate expense/capital 132 

categories based on project identification. 133 

Overhead costs and costs that are redistributed to projects are also entered by the 134 

responsible home centers.  These costs are then allocated to projects based on percentages 135 

developed from the previous year’s actual experience or projected if there is a known 136 
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significant change in overhead costs or project costs.  Income taxes are based on statutory 137 

rates and estimated amortizations. 138 

PGL Ex. 5.1 (Schedule G-5) is a summary of the principal significant assumptions 139 

used to prepare the financial forecast for the test year. 140 

Q. Please describe the approval process for the Annual Budget. 141 

 The Cognos system generates a variety of reports including comparisons to the prior year.  A.142 

These reports are analyzed to ensure that the system algorithms and allocation factors 143 

were inputted correctly and the results are in line with expectations and prior results, and 144 

that any deviations can be explained.  A detailed review of the output is performed by the 145 

Director of Accounting and other personnel within the financial services division of IBS.  146 

Once the Annual Budget is thoroughly reviewed, it is presented to the senior management 147 

of Integrys for review and approval.  Based on that review, the Annual Budget is deemed 148 

final or revisions are made as required.  Once the Annual Budget is approved by senior 149 

management, it is presented in summary form to the Integrys Board of Directors.  The 150 

Board reviews and approves both the Annual Operating and Annual Capital Budgets.  151 

The 2012 Annual Budget was presented to (and approved by) the Integrys Board of 152 

Directors in December 2011.   153 

Q. Please describe the process for the preparation of the financial forecast for the test 154 

year, calendar year 2013. 155 

 The test year financial forecast being presented in this case was developed following A.156 

essentially the same process that is used for the Annual Budget, including review and 157 

approval by Integrys’ senior management.  However, the test year forecast was not 158 
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presented to Integrys’ Board of Directors prior to the filing in this case because that is not 159 

a regular or required business process.   160 

Q. Are the same assumptions and methodologies used in the test year as for forecasts 161 

that are prepared for management or other entities such as the Securities and 162 

Exchange Commission? 163 

 There are four differences.  Both gas prices and inflation rates were updated for more A.164 

current information than what was used in the original budget.  Natural gas commodity 165 

market prices in 2012 and 2013 are equal to the New York Mercantile Exchange 166 

(“NYMEX”) future prices as reported on December 15, 2011, and inflation rates are 167 

based on January 11, 2012, data from Moody’s Economy.com.  Headcounts have been 168 

updated to reflect the staffing requirements for the Accelerated Main Replacement 169 

Program (“AMRP”) as well as the reorganization of the gas operations division of 170 

Peoples Gas.  In addition, capital expenditures have been updated for 2012 and 2013 171 

based on updated information for the AMRP and the Calumet System Upgrade Project.  172 

Also, Peoples Gas anticipates incurring costs during the test year for two different 173 

remediation efforts. First, Peoples Gas has initiated an effort to develop a plan for 174 

identifying and eliminating possible cross bores, i.e., situations where gas pipes intersect 175 

with sewer facilities.  At this time, additional detailed analysis needs to be completed in 176 

order to estimate the cost of identifying and remediating these situations.   Second, it 177 

plans to implement a post-installation radon testing and remediation plan associated with 178 

certain energy efficiency measures involving air sealing that is offered under its 179 

Chicagoland Program (Rider EEP, Enhanced Efficiency Program of its Schedule Rates).  180 

At this time a conservative estimate of costs for the air sealing matter is approximately 181 
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$1 million, but Peoples Gas continues to analyze this proposal. The numbers for both 182 

projects will be reflected in Peoples Gas’ rebuttal. 183 

Q. Was the financial forecast – the Statement of Income, Balance Sheet, Statement of 184 

Cash Flows and Statement of Retained Earnings (Part 285, Schedules G-15, G-16, 185 

G-17, and G-18) – and the related notes, including Peoples Gas’ summary of the 186 

underlying assumptions (Part 285, Schedule G-5), examined by an independent 187 

Certified Public Accountant? 188 

 Yes.  The financial forecast - the Statement of Income, Balance Sheet, Statement of Cash A.189 

Flows and Statement of Retained Earnings (Part 285, Schedules G-15, G-16, G-17, and 190 

G-18) – and the related notes, including Peoples Gas’ summary of the assumptions 191 

underlying its forecast (Part 285, Schedule G-5), were examined by an independent 192 

Certified Public Accountant, Deloitte and Touche LLP.  The examination was performed 193 

in accordance with standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public 194 

Accountants (“AICPA”), including AICPA Audit and Accounting Guide: Guide for 195 

Prospective Financial Information dated March 1, 2009.  Deloitte & Touche LLP has 196 

supplied to Peoples Gas the report of an independent accountant required by 197 

Section 285.7010 of Part 285, and Peoples Gas has submitted that report as part of its 198 

submissions under Part 285 to the ICC.  Peoples Gas is seeking a waiver to permit use of 199 

the 2009 AICPA Guide rather than the 1999 Guide referenced in Section 285.7010. 200 

C. Financial Statements 201 

Q. Please describe Schedule C-4, page 1, which is part of PGL Ex.5.1. 202 

 Schedule C-4 shows Peoples Gas’ Operating Income Statements for the calendar 2013 A.203 

test year and the three preceding years by the “Uniform System of Accounts (“USOA”) 204 
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as established by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and modified by the ICC 205 

for Gas Utilities.  Page 1 provides aggregate figures for the categories of items within 206 

Operating Revenues, Operating Expenses, and Operating Income.  Column A identifies 207 

Account numbers.  Column B identifies Account names or categories.  Columns C and D 208 

set forth figures based on Peoples Gas’ forecasted financials for calendar years 2013 and 209 

2012 respectively.  Columns E and F set forth figures based on Peoples Gas’ books and 210 

records for calendar years 2011 and 2010 respectively.  211 

Test year Other Operation and Maintenance Expenses of $395,761,000, shown on 212 

page 1, Column C, line 8, reflects all expenses recorded in Accounts 401 and 402 (detail 213 

O&M accounts 700-932) other than the Cost of Gas, which is shown on page 1, 214 

Column C, line 7.  The test year amount shown for Other Operation and Maintenance 215 

Expenses, $395,761,000, is the same as that shown on PGL Ex. 6.1 at Schedule C-1, 216 

page 1 of 1, line 23, Column C, sponsored by Peoples Gas witness Ms. Moy (PGL 217 

Ex. 6.0). 218 

Other than Depreciation and Amortization Expense totaling $96,475,000, (shown 219 

on Schedule C-4, page 1, lines 9 and 10, Column C), the remaining operating expenses 220 

(shown on Schedule C-4, page 1, lines 11 through 15, Column C) essentially represent 221 

taxes imposed by federal, state, and local governments.  The test year amounts shown for 222 

Depreciation Expense, Amortization Expense and taxes are the same as those shown on 223 

PGL Ex. 6.1 at Schedule C-1, page 1 of 1, lines 24-26, Column C, lines 28 through 31, 224 

Column C, sponsored by Ms. Moy. 225 
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The test year amount shown for Operating Income, $71,098,000, on 226 

Schedule C-4, page 1, line 17, Column C, is the same as that shown on PGL Ex. 6.1 at 227 

Schedule C-1, page 1 of 1, line 33, Column C, sponsored by Ms. Moy. 228 

The total operating revenues figure, $1,088,329,000, on Schedule C-4, page 1, 229 

line 5, Column C, is the same as that shown on PGL Ex. 6.1 at Schedule C-1, page 1 of 1, 230 

line 10, Column C, sponsored by Ms. Moy. 231 

The Cost of Gas figure, $473,140,000, on Schedule C-4, page 1, line 7, 232 

Column C, is the same as that shown on PGL Ex. 6.1 at Schedule C-1, page 1 of 1, 233 

line 12, Column C, sponsored by Ms. Moy. 234 

Q. Please describe pages 2 through 4 of Schedule C-4. 235 

 Pages 2 through 4 show in more detail Peoples Gas’ Operation and Maintenance Expense A.236 

for the test year and the three preceding years by Account, including Cost of Gas.  Total 237 

Operation and Maintenance Expense for the test year, shown on page 4, Column C, 238 

line 41, is $868,901,000.  This amount is equal to the sum of the Cost of Gas on page 2, 239 

Column C, line 6, and Total Operation and Maintenance, Excluding Cost of Gas on 240 

page 4, Column C, line 40.  Total Operation and Maintenance, Excluding Cost of Gas, for 241 

the test year is $395,761,000, as also noted above.  (Also page 1, line 8, Column C.) 242 

Q. Is it your position that all of the expenses reflected on Schedule C-4 that are 243 

incorporated in Peoples Gas’ proposed revenue requirement are prudent and 244 

reasonable in amount? 245 

 Yes, based on the information in my testimony and its attachments and that provided by A.246 

Peoples Gas’ other witnesses. 247 
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III. ACCOUNT VARIANCES 248 

Q. Have you undertaken an analysis to determine if there were significant variances in 249 

the operating expense Accounts from calendar year 2011 to the test year, calendar 250 

year 2013? 251 

 Yes. A.252 

Q. Please explain the variations. 253 

 For purposes of this analysis, I looked at major groupings of Accounts and I defined A.254 

“significant” to be a change, whether an increase or decrease, of at least 10% but not less 255 

than $500,000.  For example, the third grouping of Accounts on Schedule C-4 is labeled 256 

“Underground Storage Expense – Operation.”  The total for these accounts for calendar 257 

year 2011 was $6,314,000 as shown on Schedule C-4, page 2, Column E, line 21.  The 258 

total for these same accounts for calendar year 2013 was $5,515,000 (as shown on 259 

Schedule C-4, page 2, Column C, line 21), a difference of over 12.6% and $799,000.  260 

Therefore, I will present an explanation of the variance.  However, the fourth grouping of 261 

Accounts on Schedule C-4 labeled “Other Storage Expense - Operation” will be handled 262 

differently.  The total for these accounts for calendar year 2011 was $824,000, as shown 263 

on Schedule C-4, page 2, Column E, line 26.  The total for these same accounts for 264 

calendar year 2013 was $739,000 (Schedule C-4, page 2, Column C, line 26).  Because 265 

the difference was only $85,000, less than $500,000, I am not offering an explanation of 266 

this variance. 267 

Q. Please explain the main driver(s) causing the increase of $1,018,000 in Total 268 

Production Expense - Operation from calendar year 2011 to the test year as shown 269 

on Schedule C-4, page 2, Columns E vs. C, line 9. 270 
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 The major reason for the increase is due to a shift of labor expenses from administrative A.271 

and general to production – operations.  It was determined that miscellaneous gas supply 272 

labor and expenses belonged in Account 813 Other Gas Supply Expenses rather than in 273 

Accounts 920 Administrative and General Salaries and 921 Office Supplies and Expense 274 

where they were booked in previous years. 275 

Q. Please explain the main driver(s) causing the decrease of $799,000 in Total 276 

Underground Storage Expense - Operation from calendar year 2011 to the test year 277 

as shown on Schedule C-4, page 2, Columns E vs. C, line 21. 278 

 The major reason for the decrease is lower costs related to company use due to lower gas A.279 

prices. 280 

Q. Please explain the $832,000 increase in expenses for the category Total Transmission 281 

Expenses - Operation shown on Schedule C-4, page 3, Columns E and C, line 15. 282 

 There are several reasons for this increase.  First, there is an increase of $331,000 related A.283 

to additional pipeline digs over the amount in 2011.  Second, approximately $358,000 is 284 

a shift of labor from Account 871 Distribution Load Dispatching to Account 857 285 

Measuring and Regulating Station Expenses for labor and expenses related to the 286 

Technician group.  Finally, most of the remaining difference related to a timing 287 

difference in the amount of Mercaptan (odorant for natural gas) purchased.  The amount 288 

purchased in 2011 is less than what is forecasted as being needed in 2013.      289 

Q. Please explain the $8,618,000 increase in expenses for the category Total 290 

Distribution Expenses - Operation shown on Schedule C-4, page 3, Columns E and 291 

C, line 31. 292 
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 The main reason for this increase is $8,712,000 of higher labor costs due to the increased A.293 

headcount forecasted for compliance and supervision in gas operations which Peoples 294 

Gas witness Kyle Hoops explains in his testimony (PGL Ex. 8.0) and the general wage 295 

increases.  In addition, there is $1,263,000 of increased transportation costs related to 296 

higher fuel costs and increased vehicle usage due to the increased headcount.  This is 297 

partly offset by lower contractor costs. 298 

Q. Please explain the $6,528,000 increase in expenses for the category Total 299 

Distribution Expenses - Maintenance shown on Schedule C-4, page 4, Columns E 300 

and C, line 9. 301 

 The main reason for this increase is $4,734,000 of increased contractor costs.  $2,000,000 A.302 

relates to a fitting replacement project, the remainder relates to DNPs (disconnect for 303 

non-payment), corrosion reads, valve box adjustments and leak surveys.  The increase 304 

related to the DNPs, corrosion reads, valve box adjustments and leak surveys is offset in 305 

higher capitalized labor because the contractor costs are fully loaded and they are 306 

replacing employees who are moving to capital work.  The remaining increase is related 307 

to general wage increases and inflation.  308 

Q. Please explain the $8,532,000 increase in expenses for the category Total Customer 309 

Accounts Expense – Operation shown on Schedule C-4, page 4, Columns E and C, 310 

line 16. 311 

 There are several reasons for this increase.  First, there is a $3,609,000 increase in total A.312 

bad debt related costs (Accounts 904 Uncollectible Accounts and 905 Miscellaneous 313 

Customer Accounts Expenses).  $2,095,000 is due to the change in bad debt and the 314 

remaining $1,514,000 is due to the change in the amortization of the prior year’s Rider 315 
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UEA reconciliation.  Second, there is a $1,523,000 increase in contractor costs related to 316 

the Customer system and miscellaneous customer IT projects. In 2011, the contractors 317 

were working on implementing programs that Senate Bill 1918 (enacted) required and 318 

therefore their costs were deferred.  Third, there was $665,000 in higher costs related to 319 

the call center; 2011 had usually low call volume and therefore the outsourced costs were 320 

lower.  Fourth, there was $500,000 of one-time savings in 2011 for switching to 321 

amortizing software maintenance as opposed to expensing it all in one month.  Fifth, 322 

there is a $432,000 increase due to a forecasted postage rate increase.  Sixth, there is a 323 

$350,000 increase in transportation costs, mainly related to increased fuel costs.  The 324 

remaining increase is mainly due to inflation and general wage increases.  325 

Q. Please explain the $676,000 increase in expenses for the category Total Customer 326 

Service and Informational Services – Operation shown on Schedule C-4, page 4, 327 

Columns E and C, line 22. 328 

 The main reason for this increase is a shifting of customer advertising costs from A.329 

Account 921 Office Supplies and Expenses to Account 909 Informational and 330 

Instructional Advertising Expenses.    331 

Q. Please explain the $65,303,000 increase in expenses for the category Total 332 

Administrative and General Expenses - Operation shown on Schedule C-4, page 4, 333 

Columns E and C, line 36. 334 

 There are several reasons for this increase.  First, Miscellaneous General Expenses A.335 

increased $52,577,000.  This increase is mainly made up of the following reasons.  First 336 

there is a $34,662,000 increase in the amortization of environmental carrying costs due to 337 

higher expenditures related to manufactured gas plant sites.  These costs are recovered 338 
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through Rider 11 and therefore have no impact on the revenue requirement.  Second, 339 

there is a $15,567,000 increase in the costs related to the energy efficiency and on-bill 340 

financing programs.  These costs are recovered through Rider EOA and have no impact 341 

on the revenue requirement.  Finally, there is a $3,620,000 increase in the depreciation 342 

and return on assets from IBS.  This is due to the Work Asset Management system 343 

upgrade being completed.  These increases were partially offset by lower miscellaneous 344 

expenses, including memberships and bank fees. 345 

Second, Employee Pensions and Benefits increased $7,270,000, mainly due to 346 

increased medical, pension, defined contribution plan, 401K and ESOP costs of 347 

approximately $16,763,000 which Peoples Gas witness Christine Phillips explains in 348 

detail in her testimony (PGL Ex. 11.0).  These were partially offset by higher capitalized 349 

benefits of $10,002,000. 350 

Third, there is an increase of $2,009,000 due to Peoples Gas no longer 351 

capitalizing a portion of the self-constructed assets.  This change was approved by the 352 

Commission in ICC Docket Nos. 11-0280/11-0281 Cons.     353 

The remainder of the $65,303,000 increase (around $800,000) is mainly due to 354 

higher billed labor, loadings, and expenses from IBS. 355 

IV. BAD DEBT EXPENSE 356 

Q. How much bad debt expense is forecasted in the test year? 357 

A. The total bad debt expense in Account 904 for the test year is $27,314,000, as reflected in 358 

Schedule C-4, page 4, line 14, column C.  This is calculated as 2.54% of revenues.   359 
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Q. However, in the final Order in ICC Docket Nos. 11-0280/11-0281 Cons., the 360 

Commission ordered that the net write-off method should be used.  Under the net 361 

write-off method, what would the bad debt be that is collected in rates? 362 

 I propose that under the net write-off method, that the bad debt expense in rates be the A.363 

average of the actual write-offs for calendar years 2009-2011, which is $32,011,000 as 364 

reflected on Schedule C-1, line 18, column C, sponsored by Ms. Moy.  Any difference 365 

between the amount recorded in Account 904 under the accrual method and what is 366 

collected in rates would be recorded as a reconciliation amount in Account 905. 367 

Q. Why would a three-year average be more appropriate than a single year of actual 368 

write-offs? 369 

 Using a three-year average as opposed to a value based on  a single year would smooth A.370 

out any anomalies that may occur in a single year and minimize large swings in future 371 

amounts refunded to or recovered from customers under Rider UEA.  In addition, in ICC 372 

Docket No. 11-0282, the Commission and the Staff accepted Ameren’s proposed three-373 

year average methodology. 374 

Q. What is the uncollectible rate that Peoples Gas proposes in its Gross Revenue 375 

Conversion Factor? 376 

 Peoples Gas proposes an uncollectible rate of 2.9768%.  This consist of total bad debt A.377 

expense at 2.54% of revenues plus the net write-off adjustment based on three-year 378 

average of actual write-offs that I proposed.  This uncollectible rate is reflected in 379 

Peoples Gas’ Gross Revenue Conversion Factor shown on PGL Ex. 6.1 at Schedule A-380 

2.1, line 2, sponsored by Ms. Moy. 381 
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V. DEPRECIATION AND AMORTIZATION 382 

Q. Please explain the main driver(s) causing the increase of $12,660,000 in Depreciation 383 

expense from calendar year 2011 to the test year as shown on Schedule C-12, page 2, 384 

Column K, line 8, vs. Schedule C-12, page 4, Column K, line 8. 385 

 The main driver of this increase is the increased capital expenditures since 2011, A.386 

especially capital costs related to the accelerated cast iron replacement program.   387 

VI. TAXES OTHER THAN INCOME TAXES 388 

Q. Please describe Schedule C-18, included as part of PGL Ex. 5.1. 389 

 Schedule C-18, page 1 of 4, details Peoples Gas’ Taxes Other Than Income Taxes A.390 

(federal, state, and local) for the test year.  The total of these taxes for the test year, 391 

shown on line 20, column F is $24,997,000.  The amount charged to expense as reflected 392 

in line 20, column B, $22,128,000, ties to (agrees with) Schedule C-4, page 1, line 11, 393 

Column C and Schedule C-1, line 26, Column C sponsored by Ms. Moy.   394 

VII. INTERCOMPANY SERVICES  395 

Q. Please describe Schedule C-13, included as part of PGL Ex. 5.1. 396 

 Schedule C-13, pages 1 and 2, summarize Peoples Gas’ transactions with affiliated A.397 

interests for calendar years 2013 and 2012.  The exhibit shows amounts billed to Peoples 398 

Gas by IBS pursuant to the Master Regulated Affiliated Interest Agreement (“Regulated 399 

AIA”) approved by the Commission in ICC Docket No. 07-0361 and amounts billed to 400 

Peoples Gas by the other affiliated companies through the Intercompany Loan 401 

Arrangements approved by the Commission in ICC Docket Nos. 04-0602 and 04-0603 402 

and the Affiliated Interest Agreement approved by the Commission in ICC Docket 403 
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No. 06-0540.  The forecasted total amounts billed to Peoples Gas for the test year are 404 

$210,087,000.     405 

VIII. PIPELINE PROTECTION PROGRAM 406 

Q. Is Peoples Gas or IBS providing any services to Peoples Energy Home Services 407 

(“PEHS”) for the pipeline protection program (“PPP”) in the test year? 408 

 No, it is not.  It is my understanding that PEHS will stop offering the PPP service and A.409 

terminate existing agreements with customers by the end of calendar year 2012. 410 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 411 

 Yes. A.412 


